ABSTRACT The Internet of Things is one of the new emerging application domains that require delay tolerant network (DTN) support, where an end-to-end path between the source and the destination may not always exist. Due to the intermittent connectivity of DTN, the design of an efficient routing algorithm is the main challenge. In this paper, we first define a metric called message handling capacity to determine the ability of a node to forward messages. Then, we introduce a concept called connection strength to reflect the connection time between nodes and then integrate the concept into delivery predictability used by Prophet to determine the chance of a node completely delivering a message to the destination. Subsequently, we present a metric called quality of node (QoN), which is calculated by combining the relative weights of the message handling capacity and the improved delivery predictability. Finally, we present an adaptive spray and wait routing algorithm based on QoN (QoN-ASW). The QoN-ASW adaptively allocates the number of message copies between the encountered nodes according to the proportion of quality of node in the spray phase, which avoids the blindness of replica distribution. In addition, a forwarding scheme is implemented in the wait phase, which takes full advantage of encounter opportunities. In the simulation, we demonstrate the efficiency of integrating the connection strength into delivery predictability and compare the QoN-ASW with four existing DTN routing algorithms from four aspects. The simulation results show that the QoN-ASW can significantly improve the delivery rate and reduce the average delay while achieving a relatively low overhead.
expense of network resource utilization. In order to limit the useless replication of messages, Lindgren et al. [12] proposed a probabilistic routing algorithm called Prophet, which adopts delivery predictability to achieve effective selection of the next relay nodes. However, Prophet still has a high overhead, because it does not limit the maximum number of replications. Spyropoulos et al. [13] proposed a new routing scheme called Spray and Wait, the scheme makes an effort to reduce network consumption further, the source of a message initially starts with L copies, each node sprays half of its copies to encountered nodes, when a node is left with only one copy, it switches to wait phase: it waits for a direct transmission until it encounters the destination.
Since the network environment is heterogeneous, then many variants of Spray and Wait have been proposed [14] - [17] , all of these studies essentially introduced various utility metrics, such as delivery predictability, encounter frequency, and node centrality, to select relay nodes or smartly distribute message copies. Previous studies perform satisfactorily, but they still have some disadvantages. First, nodes with a high metric value may have a poor ability to forward messages to other nodes. If a message is forwarded to a node with poor ability, the message may be discarded and the delivery rate may be reduced. Second, these schemes may not perform well in the following scenario. If the connection time between nodes is very short, then it is unreasonable to distribute message copies only according to some utility metrics without consideration of connection time. Since nodes are relatively mobile and their speed of message transmission is limited. A successful transmission requires the node carrying the message to meet the destination, but more than accomplishing that, the connection time should be long enough to completely deliver the message.
In this paper, we present an adaptive spray and wait routing algorithm based on quality of node (QoN-ASW). Our main contributions are summarized as follows:
(i) We define a new metric called message handling capacity to reflect the ability of a node to forward messages to other nodes, and then apply the metric to avoid messages flow to some nodes with poor ability to forward messages. Moreover, a time slicing technique is adopted to calculate the metric more accurately. (ii) We define a concept called connection strength to reflect the connection time between nodes, and then improve the delivery predictability metric by adding connection strength to avoid a situation where the message cannot be delivered completely owing to the short connection time. (iii) we present a metric called quality of node, which is calculated by combining the relative weights of the message handling capacity and the improved delivery predictability. Then we present an adaptive asymmetric spray scheme based on quality of node to avoid the blindness of replica distribution in spray phase. The motivation is to adaptively distribute the number of message copies between encountered nodes to adapt to the changing network conditions. (iv) We change passive wait scheme into forwarding scheme to improve the wait phase. Our scheme takes advantage of encounter opportunities (unlike direct transmission). When a node is left with only one copy, it forwards the copy to an appropriate candidate node with higher improved delivery predictability instead of natively waiting for the destination to be encountered. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Related work is discussed in Section II. In Section III, we present the system model. The details of the proposed scheme are described in section IV. Section V demonstrates the efficiency of connection strength and compares the performance of the proposed scheme with existing routing schemes. Finally, we give the conclusions and the directions for future work in section VI.
II. RELATED WORK
In view of the fact that the design of an efficient routing algorithm is one of the most challenging problems in DTN, a growing class of researches have been done on the DTN routing problems in recent years. For example, Direct Delivery (DD) [18] is the simplest method, in which a source node holds its messages until it encounters the destination, thus directly delivering the message to the destination without any additional relay operation. Therefore, DD has the smallest overhead but a long delivery delay. On contrary, Epidemic is a typical flooding-based routing algorithm. Messages are simply flooded to all encountered nodes (without any optimization strategy) to maximize the chances of reaching the destination. Epidemic creates a highest delivery rate with minimum delay when network resources are unlimited, which is never the case in reality [19] , [20] . However, redundant message copies in the network will consume a lot of network resources and suffer from contention. Therefore, Epidemic is not suitable for resource-constrained scenarios.
Then several routing algorithms have taken the selection of the next hop into consideration to improve the routing performance of Epidemic. For example, Prophet [12] adopts the delivery predictability metric to reflect the probability of encountering a certain node. The algorithm decides whether to forward a certain message to the encountered nodes based on the delivery predictability, which reduces the useless replication. Balasubramanian et al. [21] proposed a rapid (Resource Allocation Protocol for International DTN) routing, which treats the routing as a resource allocation problem. At each transfer opportunity, a rapid node replicates messages in the order of their marginal utility of replication.
Spray and Wait [13] is another significant work, which combines the fast message diffusion speed of Epidemic and the simplicity of DD. It dedicates to achieving balance between the delivery rate and the overhead. In the algorithm, the source of a message initially starts with L copies; any node v i that has n > 1 copies of a message (source or relay), and encounters another node v j (with no copies), hands over to v j n/2 copies and keeps n/2 copies for itself; when it is left with only one copy, it switches to direct transmission. Since the wait phase does not perform well, relay nodes passively wait for the opportunity to meet with the destination. For that, Spray and Focus (SNF) [22] has been proposed to change the passive wait scheme of Spray and Wait. Messages are forwarded to the nodes with higher utility value until the destination is reached, thereby improving the routing performance.
Moreover, considering the node movement state, delivery predictability, encounter counter information, distance, and other factors have effects on the performance of routing algorithms [23] - [26] , many variants have been proposed to optimize Spray and Wait. Such as R-ASW (Relay-probability-based Adaptive Spray and Wait) [27] , which uses the Relay-probability of receiver nodes to decide whether to forward a certain message to the encountered nodes. When a node is left with only one copy, it will still forward the copy to the node with higher Relay-probability until the destination is reached. Kim et al. [15] proposed a probability-based spray and wait (PBSW). The main contribution of PBSW is to allocate the number of message copies between encountered nodes according to the proportion of the delivery predictability. The study of [16] uses the node movement state information and encounter counter information to select the next hop, and an active search phase is implemented in wait phase. Wang et al. [28] proposed the SW-CCN routing algorithm, which uses node connection intensity (NCI) and node connection stability (NCS) to evaluate the connection-capability of node (CCN). The SW-CCN routing calculates the NCI based on the average separation time and calculates the NCS based on the root mean square value of the average separation time. However, if messages are forwarded to nodes with a high CCN but a poor ability to forward messages to other nodes, it may cause messages to be discarded and reduce the delivery rate. Therefore, the ability of a node to forward messages to other nodes is also need to be considered. Wang et al. [29] proposed the CoN-ASW routing algorithm, which uses capability of node to calculate the number of message copies to be forwarded and decide whether to forward a message to another node. The capability of node is calculated according to the encounter times and the link time between nodes. However, the network environment is dynamically changing, the capability of node needs to be updated dynamically. Sadat and Mohiuddin [30] proposed a spraying heuristic which is based on neighborhood contact history. They hold the intuition that frequent neighbor nodes present a high neighborhood index and then can expect that these nodes will successfully deliver the message to the destination. For that, the algorithm calculates the number of message copies to be forwarded based on node's neighborhood index.
To further improve the routing performance, several routing algorithms integrate with other schemes to better guide forwarding decisions. The aim is to make full use of their advantages, such as SFMS (Spray and Forwarding scheme with Message Scheduling) [31] , which integrates the flooding-based and forwarding-based approaches. The algorithm lets a more popular node keep more message copies to spray in popularity spray phase and forwards messages to the node with a higher delivery utility in utility-based forwarding phase. Matis et al. [32] proposed an enhanced hybrid social based routing algorithm, which is fully decentralized exploiting main techniques of both Dynamic Source Routing and Social Based Opportunistic Routing algorithms. Pan et al. [33] proposed the Spray and Wait with Probability Choice (SWPC) routing, which is a combination of Prophet and Spray and Wait. The algorithm sets up a delivery predictability function to adjust the number of message copies in spray phase. And messages are forwarded to the nodes with higher delivery predictability in wait phase. Mei et al. [34] implemented a simple routing rule based on interest profile similarity to overcome the storage capacity problem, which combines both advantages of social-aware and stateless algorithms. The algorithm makes use of the observation that the individuals with similar interest profile tend to meet more often.
Notice that many mobile devices are used by people, individuals always try to maximize their utilizes through rationally selecting specific behaviors, which directly influence decision making in the network [35] , [36] . Therefore, Faye et al. [37] explored different methodologies to characterize human mobility features computed from wearable sensor data. Hui et al. [38] discover that both of community structure and centrality can be effectively used to achieve further performance improvements in forwarding decisions. When a node has a message destined for another node, the node will first bubble the message up based on the global centrality to a node with the same community as the destination, and then bubble the message up based on local centrality until it encounters the destination. A recent research [17] selects the next hop based on the social relationship to increase the chances of reaching the destination and avoid dead end problem. Wang et al. [39] proposed an efficient routing algorithm based on social link awareness called SLABR. The algorithm calculates social links of nodes pairs according to their encounter history, and then uses the social links to construct the friendship communities of nodes. Furthermore, the single-copy based forwarding scheme is implemented in the inter-community, and the multi-copy based replication scheme is adopted in the intra-community. Bulut and Szymanski [40] proposed Friendship-Based Routing (FBR), which utilizes the metric called friendship relations to detect social relations between nodes accurately. Given that the main activities of individuals are periodic, FBR uses periodic friendship communities to capture the periodic changes of node relations. Zhang and Zhao [41] study data diffusion schemes based on the ''homophily'' phenomenon in social network. They suggested that a node should diffuse the data most similar between friends, and diffuse the data most different between strangers.
However, all above works focus on social and mobility features without the consideration of the message handling capacity. If messages are forwarded to nodes with a high metric value but a poor ability to forward messages to other nodes, it may cause messages to be discarded and reduce the delivery rate. In addition, the delivery predictability metric that most of the existing routing algorithms adopt only denotes the encounter frequency between nodes. Actually, a successful transmission depends not only on whether the node carrying the message can meet with the destination, but also on whether the connection time is long enough for delivering the message completely. In our work, we define a new metric called message handling capacity to reflect the ability of a node to forward messages to other nodes, and we also improve the delivery predictability metric by adding connection strength between nodes to optimize the routing performance. Finally, we present an adaptive spray and wait routing algorithm based on quality of node (QoN-ASW). In spray phase, QoN-ASW adaptively allocates the number of message copies between encountered nodes according to the proportion of quality of node, which is given by combining the normalized relative weights of the message handling capacity and the improved delivery predictability. In wait phase, a forwarding scheme is implemented to take full advantage of encounter opportunities.
III. SYSTEM MODEL A. NETWORK MODEL
We assume that the network contains n nodes, G = (V , E) is a network topology graph, V = {v i |1 < i < n} represents the set of nodes in the network, and E is the set of edges defined on G. Each message m k in the network has a unique identifier (messageID). When a node generates a new message m k , its corresponding destination node v k , Time to Live (TTL), and maximum copy number L will be pre-assigned. If the TTL of the message expires, it will be discarded.
B. CALCULATION OF MESSAGE HANDLING CAPACITY
In real network environment, the ability to forward messages between nodes is significantly different. The number of message copies that a node has successfully forwarded can intuitively reflect the message handling capacity of nodes. However, the network environment is dynamically changing, some nodes successfully forwarded many message copies at initially, and the later ability of them to forward messages is poor. Therefore, we divide the time into several time slots with the same length to estimate the message handling capacity more accurately.
Suppose node v i is currently in kth time slot, since the number of message copies that node v i will successfully forward in kth time slot is unknown, we estimate the message handling capacity of v i in kth time slot according to the number of message copies that v i has successfully forwarded since the start time of the kth time slot. 
where m cur denotes the number of message copies that v i has successfully forwarded so far, m _j indicates the number of message copies that v i successfully forwarded in jth time slot, t represents the time that has elapsed since the end time of previous time slot, and TS is the length of time represented by a time slot which is set to 1 hour in this paper.
Based on Definition 1, we introduce a metric called message handling capacity for evaluating the ability of a node to forward messages. 
where α ∈ We take Fig. 1 as an example to illustrate the calculation and updating of MHC k i . In this figure, we only show the calculation and updating of MHC k i at some time points of the first three time slots. Some parameters are given in advance. The m _1 that indicates the number of message copies that v i has successfully forwarded in 1th time slot is 100, m _2 is 156, and other specific parameters given in advance are shown in Table 1 .
Then we use the values given in advance to calculate the value of EMHC k i and MHC k i in Fig. 1 in Fig. 1 .
C. CALCULATION OF THE IMPROVED DELIVERY PREDICTABILITY
The network environment is relative unpredictability, but human mobility is not completely randomly, and if node v i frequently encounters node v j in the past, it is likely that they will be encounter again in the future. Lindgren et al. [12] proposed Prophet based on this observation. The routing algorithm uses encounter frequency to predict the probability of encountering a certain node. The algorithm defines a probabilistic metric called delivery predictability to reflect the chance of a node delivering a message to the destination node. When two nodes encounter, a decision is then made on whether to forward a message to another node based on the probabilistic metric. However, messages have some certain size and the speed of message transmission is limited, connection time is another critical factor for achieving a successful message delivery. For example, in case where two nodes meet frequently and the connection time between the two nodes is very short, messages cannot be delivered completely in such a short period of time. Therefore, we define a metric called connection strength. (i,j) , is the ratio of the total connection time between v i and v j to the total time. CS (i,j) is determined by:
Definition 3: Connection Strength (CS). The connection strength between node v i and node v j , say CS
where S l ij indicates the start time of the lth connection between v i and v j , E l ij represents the end time of the lth connection between v i and v j , n is the number of connections between v i and v j , and T denotes the total time.
If the total connection time between v i and v j is longer, then the connection strength between v i and v j is stronger, and the probability of v i completely delivering a message to v j is higher. The encounter frequency is a decisive factor that affects the encounter probability between different nodes. Connection strength between nodes is a decisive factor that affects whether a message can be delivered completely after an encounter. Combining these two factors together, the delivery predictability is more representative. Therefore, we integrate connection strength between nodes into delivery predictability to improve the delivery predictability. The calculation of the improved delivery predictability contains the following three parts.
• Direct update: When node v i encounters node v j , improved delivery predictability should be updated according to (4) . Where P init refers to an initialization constant, and λ is the influence factor of the connection strength on delivery predictability,
• Aging: If a pair of nodes does not encounter each other in a while, then the metric must age according to (5) , where ξ ∈ [0, 1) refers to an aging constant, and the number of time units that have elapsed since the last time the improved delivery predictability was aged is denoted as τ .
• Transitive update: The metric also has a transitive property, which means if v i frequently encounters v j , and v j frequently encounters v r , then it can be inferred that v r is probably an appropriate node to forward messages to v i . Just as (6) , where β ∈ [0, 1] refers to a scaling constant that determines the impact of transitivity on the metric.
D. QUANTIFYING METHOD OF THE QUALITY OF NODE
To make the replica distribution scheme more efficient, QoN-ASW calculates the number of message copies to be forwarded based on the difference of the quality of node, which mainly includes two positive factors, that is, the message handling capacity and the improved delivery predictability. 
where U MHC and U P denotes the relative utility of node v i for delivering a message to destination node v d compared to node v j , given by (8) and (9), and η is a tunable parameter, which can be used to adjust the relative importance of the two utility values.
The value of QoN i can be used to quality the ability of node v i to successfully forward messages. We can distribute more number of message copies to the node with higher QoN .
IV. AN ADAPTIVE SPRAY AND WAIT ROUTING ALGORITHM BASED ON QUALITY OF NODE
In this section, we present a routing algorithm called adaptive spray and wait routing algorithm based on quality of node (QoN-ASW).
A. SPRAY SCHEME In traditional spray scheme, each node simply sprays half of its message copies to the encountered node. In the real world, the network is usually heterogeneous, and the quality between nodes may also differ widely. Therefore, symmetrical spray scheme is inflexible, which may result in long delay and low delivery rate. For example, the quality of the encountered node is poor, which means it is less likely to successfully forward message copies to the destination. If we allocate half the number of message copies to the encountered node, half of the opportunities will be wasted.
Given above analysis, we propose an asymmetric spray scheme, named QoN-ASW-Spray, to adaptively allocate the number of message copies between the encountered nodes according to the proportion of the QoN . Whenever node v i meets node v j , they should update their QoN firstly, and then exchange QoN with each other. QoN-ASW calculates the number of message copies to be forwarded based on the quality of the receiver node and the sender node. The number of message copies between v i and v j is allocated by: 
B. FORWARDING SCHEME
In Spray and Wait routing algorithm, when a node is left with only one copy of a message, it performs direct transmission, in which a relay node moves and waits for the destination to be encountered. However, if the movement range of the node is restricted to a small local area, then the node may never meet the destination node. Besides, direct transmission may lead to long delay, because the node will not hand over the only copy to any other nodes that may have more chances to meet the destination, which will waste some encounter opportunities. Based on the above analysis, we implemented a forwarding Scheme based on the improved delivery predictability, named QoN-ASW-Wait. When a node is left with only one copy of a message, it converts passive wait scheme into forwarding scheme. The node will forward the only copy to other nodes with higher improved delivery predictability. For example, node v i is left with only one copy of message m d , when it encounters node v j , v i will forward the only copy of else if L i old (m l ) > 1 then 11: calculate QoN i and QoN j as (7) 12: if P (j,l) > P (i,l) then 20: v i forwards message m l to v j
21:
v i removes message m l from v i s buffer 22: end if 23: end if 24: end for 25: end if delay time of messages reaching the destination node, and also release the cache of nodes to improve the utilization of resources.
C. ALGORITHM DESCRIPTION
The details of QoN-ASW algorithm are outlined in Algorithm 1. When node v i encounters node v j , the MHC k i , MHC k j , and P (i,j) should be updated firstly. Then we traverse the set of messages that belong to v i but not belong to v j . For each message m l in the set, if v j is the destination of m l , v i directly forwards m l to v j and removes m l from its buffer. Otherwise, if the number of copies of m l that v i keeps is greater than 1, we should allocate the number of copies of m l between v i and v j according to (10) 
copies of m l to v j and change the number of copies of m l that itself carries to L i new (m l ); if the number of copies of m l that v i keeps is equal to 1, by comparing P (j,l) and P (i,l) , a decision is then made on whether to forward m l to v j , if the improved delivery predictability of v j is larger than that of v i , m l will be forwarded from v i to v j .
The main time consumption of the algorithm is on the step 5 to step 23, the time complexity of the algorithm is O(M). M represents the number of messages that node v i holds. Suppose that the total number of nodes in the network is N. Since the algorithm needs to collect the quality of node information, the space complexity of the algorithm is O(N).
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V. SIMULATION A. SIMULATION SETUP
The ONE (Opportunistic Network Environment) [42] simulation of 1.4.1 version is used to create the scenario in this paper. In our simulation scenario, the real Infocom06 datasets [43] gathered by the Haggle Project is used, since it is one of the most recognized datasets at present. In Infocom06, except for 20 stationary devices, the mobile devices were distributed to 78 students attending the Infocom student workshop. Participants belong to different communities (depending on their country of origin, research topic, etc.). With reference to [14] , the value of α is set as 0.15, and the main parameters are listed in Table 3 . 
B. EVALUATION METRICS
The three evaluation metrics used in this work are [20] : delivery rate, average delay, and overhead.
The delivery rate indicates the percentage of messages delivered to the destination, which is obtained by: (11) where N delivered denotes the number of messages delivered to the destination, and N created denotes the number of messages created by the source in the network. The average delay indicates the average time it takes for messages to be delivered from the source to the destination, which is obtained by: (12) where delay i denotes the total time it takes for message m i to be delivered from the source to the destination. The overhead denotes the ratio of redundant relay forwarding times to the number of messages delivered to the destination, which is obtained by: (13) where N relayed denotes the total number of forwarding times of all messages in the network.
C. PARAMETERS OPTIMIZATION
The adjustable parameter η impacts the performance of the QoN-ASW-Spray. We have done a lot of experiments by using different value of η. From Fig. 2 , we can observe that when η is 0.7, the algorithm achieves better performance than the other. Therefore, we use it for the following simulations. β, P init , and ξ of Prophet are adjustable parameters, which can be set according to the specific scene. In the original document of Prophet [12] , β = 0.25, P init = 0.75, ξ = 0.98. We have done a lot of experiments by using different value of β, P init , and ξ . We find out the optimization parameters as shown in Table 4 . Just as Table 4 , when β = 0.1, P init = 0.7, ξ = 0.8, the overall performance of Prophet is better than that of β = 0.25, P init = 0.75, ξ = 0.98. 
D. DEMONSTRATING THE EFFICIENCY OF CONNECTION STRENGTH
In order to demonstrate the efficiency of integrating the connection strength into delivery predictability for improving the routing performance, we compare the performance of Prophet and Prophet2 which adopts the improved delivery predictability to achieve effective selection of the next relay nodes under different simulation time. The simulation results are shown in Fig. 3 .
Regarding the results in Fig. 3(a) , the delivery rate of Prophet2 is about 2.03% larger on average than that of Prophet. This is because Prophet2 integrates connection strength into delivery predictability, thus making the message copies be forwarded to a more appropriate node. The result in Fig. 3(b) shows that Prophet2 has a longer average delay. The reason is that, compared with Prophet, the improved delivery predictability of Prophet2 does not increase rapidly with the encounter frequency, thus limiting the forwarding of message copies. From Fig. 3(c) , we observe that the overhead ratio of Prophet2 is lower than Prophet by 7.61%. The main reason is that Prophet2 uses encounter frequency and connection strength to predict the probability of delivering a message to the destination, thereby reducing the waste of resources due to the interruption of transmission. The simulation results show that Prophet2 performs well in both delivery rate and overhead. Thus we can conclude that connection strength is a key factor for successful delivery.
E. COMPARISON WITH OTHER METHODS
In this subsection, we compare the performance of QoN-ASW with the other four routing algorithms, including Prophet, Epidemic, Spray and Wait, and PBSW [15] by varying TTL, buffer size, simulation time, and message generation interval. Moreover, the overhead of Epidemic and Prophet have a magnitude of 10 3 according to experiment result. Therefore, we do not draw the overhead of Epidemic and Prophet in figure to highlight the difference between other algorithms. The extremely high level of the overhead of VOLUME 7, 2019 Epidemic and Prophet reflect the notion that when they are used to perform simulation in a more realistic scenario, they will have a high overhead [17] . Fig. 4(a) shows the delivery rate. The delivery rate of QoN-ASW, PBSW, and Spray and Wait tends to increase as TTL increases. Because message copies stay longer in the buffer when TTL increase, then nodes carrying messages are more likely to meet the destination. The delivery rate of Epidemic tends to decrease as the TTL increases, since flooding strategy causes the network to be more congested as TTL increases, and then the messages will be discarded. When TTL is greater than 600 minutes, the delivery rate of Prophet shows a decreasing trend, because the resource that Prophet demands for exceed the available capacity of the resource, which may cause network congestion. Therefore, we can infer that a routing algorithm that strictly controls the number of copies is needed when the TTL is large. Simulation results show that the delivery rate of QoN-ASW is improved by 37.29% and 32.56% compared with PBSW and Spray and Wait. Fig. 4(b) shows the average delay. In general, the average delay increases as the TTL increases, because many messages that cannot be successfully delivered due to short TTL can be successfully delivered when TTL increases. When the TTL is greater than 600 minutes, the average delay of Epidemic shows a downward trend. Because flooding strategy algorithm leads to overflow when TTL is too large, messages that take a long time to be successfully delivered to the destination will be discarded. Besides, the advantage of QoN-ASW algorithm increases with the increase of TTL, which proves the validity of our scheme. Simulation results show that the average delay of QoN-ASW is reduced by 21.85% and 23.72% compared with PBSW and Spray and Wait. Fig. 4(c) presents the overhead. It is obvious that QoN-ASW has a slightly higher overhead than Spray and Wait, which can be attributed to the forwarding scheme implemented in wait phase to achieve a higher delivery rate. Simulations results show that the overhead of QoN-ASW decreased by 92.08% compared with Prophet. Fig. 5(a) shows the impact of increasing the buffer size on the delivery rate. Just as the advantages of QoN-ASW mentioned above, the delivery rate of QoN-ASW is the highest among all these algorithms. Moreover, we observe that the delivery rate of Epidemic and Prophet increase rapidly with the increase of buffer size, which indicates that they are adapt to the scenario with sufficient resources. And it also can be seen that the delivery rate of PBSW is slightly higher than Spray and Wait, which can be attributed to its replica distribution scheme. Simulation results show that the delivery rate of QoN-ASW is increased by 45.36% and 42.21% compared with PBSW and Spray and Wait. 5(b) presents the average delay. We can observe that QoN-ASW has the lowest average delay. Therefore, an adaptive replica distribution scheme should be considered and a reasonable forwarding scheme is also needed. When the buffer size is small, the average delay of each routing algorithms has an obvious growth trend with the increase of buffer size. Because nodes can carry more number of message copies, the characteristic of intermittent connection leads to messages cannot be forwarded to the destination in time. However, when the buffer size reaches a certain level, the average delay of Prophet and Epidemic present a downward trend, which suggests that we need to control the number of message copies in cache-constrained scenarios. Simulation results show that the average delay of QoN-ASW is reduced by 14.85% and 17.68% compared with PBSW and Spray and Wait. Fig. 5(c) shows a graph of overhead. We note that Spray and Wait and PBSW have an advantage than other algorithms. Because Spray and Wait and PBSW do not do anything else, just passively wait for the destination to be encountered. Simulations results show that the overhead of QoN-ASW is able to reduce 73.41% on average compared with Prophet.
1) PERFORMANCE EVALUATION BY VARYING TTL
2) PERFORMANCE EVALUATION BY VARYING BUFFER SIZE
3) PERFORMANCE EVALUATION BY VARYING SIMULATION TIME From Fig. 6(a) for delivery rate, we observe that QoN-ASW outperforms all the other routing algorithms. The result can be attributed to two reasons. Firstly, the message copies are sprayed based on the difference of the quality of node to reduce useless replication. Secondly, a forwarding scheme is implemented to make full use of encounter opportunities. It is also clear to see that Prophet achieves better performance than Epidemic, because Prophet creates much fewer copies for each message than Epidemic, which makes more efficient utilization of the network resources. PBSW achieves better performance compared with Spray and Wait because of its reasonable spray scheme. And we observe that the delivery rate of Epidemic is the lowest among all these algorithms, this is because the flooding-based routing algorithm will lead to network congestion when the simulation time is relatively long. Simulation results show that the delivery rate of QoN-ASW is improved by 32.35% and 27.75% compared with PBSW and Spray and Wait. Fig. 6(b) shows the average delay. We observe that QoN-ASW exhibits the lowest average delay. The result also can be attributed to two factors. Firstly, more number of message copies are distributed to the nodes with higher QoN value, thereby making message copies be forwarded efficiently. Secondly, the forwarding scheme makes message copies be forwarded to the nodes with higher improved delivery predictability, which enables message copies to be successfully delivered to the destination node as soon as possible. Note that PBSW outperforms Spray and Wait in terms of average delay, because PBSW allocates more number of message copies to the nodes with higher delivery predictability. Simulation results show that the average delay of QoN-ASW is reduced by 24.77% and 26.95% compared with PBSW and Spray and Wait.
As shown in Fig. 6(c) , the overhead of QoN-ASW is slightly higher than Spray and Wait and PBSW. The result can be explained by the wait scheme, in which allows nodes to forward messages is necessary to achieve effective delivery rate. However, it is worthwhile improving the delivery rate and reducing the average delay with the cost of an acceptable network overhead. Moreover, QoN-ASW outperforms Prophet in terms of overhead, the main reason for this sig- nificant improvement is that QoN-ASW limits the maximum number of copies of a message. Simulations results show that the overhead of QoN-ASW decreased by 92.23% compared with Prophet. Fig. 7(a) shows the delivery rate under different message generation interval. Increasing the message generation interval reduces the number of message copies stored in the VOLUME 7, 2019 buffer, and then the more available resources can be achieved, so the delivery rate increases as message generation interval increases. Simulation results show that the delivery rate of QoN-ASW is about 38.70% and 30.40% larger on average than that of PBSW and Spray and Wait, which demonstrates the effectiveness of our scheme once again. Fig. 7(b) shows the average delay. In general, the average delay shows a growth trend with the increase of message generation interval. Because the available cache resources increases with the increase of the message generation interval, then many message copies that take a long time to be successfully delivered will not be discarded due to network congestion. And we observe that QoN-ASW significantly outperforms other algorithms, since it takes the quality of node into account and the forwarding scheme can optimize the average delay. Moreover, the average delay of PBSW is much lower than Spray and Wait due to the smartly replica distribution scheme. Simulation results show that the average delay of QoN-ASW is decreased by 16.73% and 21.15% compared with PBSW and Spray and Wait.
4) PERFORMANCE EVALUATION BY VARYING MESSAGE GENERATION INTERVAL
In Fig. 7(c) , it is obvious that QoN-ASW has a slightly higher overhead than Spray and Wait, this can be attributed to the forwarding scheme implemented in wait phase. Moreover, simulation results show that the overhead of QoN-ASW is able to reduce 91.03% compared with Prophet. The main reason for this significant improvement is that QoN-ASW controls the maximum number of copies of a message, and the asymmetric spray scheme restricts useless replication.
Based on the above, we observe that QoN-ASW can significantly improve the delivery rate and reduce the average delay while achieving a relatively low overhead. We made algorithm improvement both in spray and wait period, improvement in these two periods can improve the overall performance of the algorithm. From the simulation results, we observe that the improvement in wait period plays more important in the performance improvement, which can be explained by the forwarding scheme implemented in wait phase. The forwarding scheme takes advantage of encounter opportunities arising from node movement, which not only increases the chances of successful transmission, but also releases the buffer space and improves resource utilization.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we introduce two concepts, that is, message handling capacity (MHC) and connection strength (CS). The MHC is used to reflect the ability of a node to forward messages. The CS is used to determine the connection strength between nodes, and then we integrated CS into delivery predictability adopted by Prophet to achieve better routing performance. Based on these two concepts, the metric called quality of node (QoN) is defined. Finally, we present an adaptive spray and wait routing algorithm based on quality of node (QoN-ASW): in spray phase, we propose an asymmetric replica distribution strategy QoN-ASW-Spray to avoid the blindness of replica distribution; in wait phase, we implement a forwarding scheme QoN-ASW-Forward to make the algorithm more flexible, so that it will take full advantage of encounter opportunities. Applying these techniques, simulation results show that QoN-ASW can significantly improve the delivery rate and reduce the average delay while achieving a relatively low overhead, which demonstrates the effectiveness of our scheme. The overhead of QoN-ASW is slightly higher than that of Spray and Wait, however, it is worthwhile improving the delivery rate and reducing the average delay with the cost of an acceptable network overhead.
There are some ways in which this work should be continued. Firstly, a natural avenue for future research should consider proposing an efficient buffer management scheme to deeply improve the delivery rate. Secondly, we will dynamically change the maximum number of message copies to automatically adapt to the changing network conditions. 
